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Abstract. We give two natural definitions for the local field algebras associated with a
massive relativistic charged Bose field. These are both covariant, but are relatively antilocal
in the sense of Segal and Goodman [1].

They have the same representation of the Poincare group, but are not in the same
Borchers class [2].

1. Introduction

The purpose of this note is to point out that there are two rela-
tivistically covariant descriptions of the charged field in terms of local
field algebras. These are not essentially the same, as one might expect;
rather they are antilocal with respect to each other [1].

We begin by giving the notation.
The Fock space for the charged field is given by J^= 3?+® J^_

where $*+ is the usual symmetric Fock space over L2(1R3, dΩ); dΩ
= d*k/2\/(k2 +ra2). The charged field φ(x) and its time-derivative, π(x),
are defined as operator-valued distributions by

π(x) = ί(2π)"3/2

where (fe, x) = k°x° - k x, ω(k) = }/k2 + m2 and a*(k) are the annihila-
tion and creation forms on <JF± :

I

r+(/C, K,2 > ••) kn)

where Ψ+ is an n-particle vector in 3F±.
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Define a unitary representation of the restricted Poincare group,
i, on <F± by the usual formula;

U±(a9Λ):Ψ±(kl9...,kJ^e'ψ±(Λ^

Putting U(a9Λ) = U+(a9Λ)®U-(a,Λ)9 we obtain a unitary representa-
tion of 0>\ in ̂  such that

U(a, A) φ(x) U(a, A)'1 =

2. The Local Field Algebras

It is standard that φ(f) + φ*(f), iφ(f) — iφ*(f) are essentially self-
adjoint on the set of finite-particle vectors in ̂ (/is a real test function,
in 0(IR4), say).

Definition 1. Let 0 ClR4 be a bounded open set. 3^(0) is the von Neu-
mann algebra generated by the spectral resolutions of the self-adjoint
closures of φ(f) + φ*(f) and iφ(f) - iφ*(f), as / runs over 0(0).

Definition 2. $2(@) is tne von Neumann algebra generated by the
spectral resolutions of the self-adjoint closures of φ + (f) (x) 1 and 1®Φ- (f)
as / runs over 0(0); where φ+(x) is the usual hermitian relativistic field
in 3F±.

Evidently {3^(0)1 0CR4} and {g2(^)I^ClR4} are both relativistically
covariant theories in that

U(a, A) a(0) C/(α, AΓ1 = %i(ΛΘ + a)

defines a representation of &\ by automorphisms of gf = (J 5, (0) i= 1,2.
(P

(The double bar denotes the operator norm closure.)
Suppose /60(0). Then 0+(/)<g)l is affiliated to S2(^) However,

a straightforward calculation yields

where fif(fc) = /(ik)ω-1 (ft), with /(fc) = (2π)"

Now / and g are antilocal with respect to each other; at equal time ί,
say, they can only both vanish in an open set in 1R3 if they both vanish
identically as functions of jc for this time t [1].

We see, therefore, that (*) is associated with a bounded region in the
^-description, but is "spread out" in the gx -description. That is, there
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are elements in each 52(^)tnat cannot be accommodated in any 5ι($')
for some bounded open set &\ and vice versa.

The g L -description is preferable since it associates the charged field
φ(f) with the region Θ whenever / has support in (9.
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